
Fleece washing instructions: 
 
Janet Knoop’s way of washing greasy fleece – discovered by reading old 
spinning books that were falling apart and also supported by one of my 
spinning Gurus Alden Amos: 
 
Sort out 1kg of greasy fleece, taking out any second cuts, vegetable matter 
and checking the weathered ends for stability.  If they break off then snip 
them off first, especially if you are going to card your fleece later, as these 
might end up making neps in your batts. 
 
Place fleece into several laundry bags it is easier to lift out of the water later.  
The best bags I have found are in the Japanese ‘Daiso’ stores ($2.80) they 
have large bags with big zippers and larger holes, these allow the water to run 
away freely. 
 
With Fermenting/Pre soaking  
Pre soaking your fleece in cold water for a week or more (oh yes, do try it) 
can create a “fermenting’ process that will break down the suint on the fleece.  
It will go very smelly if you do this during the hot weather, so you might want to 
soak it in a bucket/container outside.  You might see a scum form on the top 
of the fleece over coming days– you know the suint is breaking down.  Once 
the fleece is smelly (or in the cold weather after at least a 2 weeks) you are 
ready to wash.  Lift the fleece out, grabbing a laundry bag, and allow the 
water to drain back into the container/bucket.  Save this murky water, as it is 
a starter for the next fleece soaking.  Just add more water if you need, so that 
you can soak and cover the next fleece. 
 
Once the fleece has drained (you could spin them, leaving the fleece in the 
bags, in a top loader washing machine if you want – only spin, no agitation!) 
If you have done the pre-soaking/fermenting process then continue normal 
washing – starting at point 2 and expect to only wash once. 
 
Note:  Fleece taken from cold water into warm/hot will not felt but taken from 
hot water and put in cold it will felt. 
 
 



 
 
Washing fleece – without fermenting process 
 

1. Divide your kilo of fleece into manageable portions (250 grams usually 
and in 4 x Laundry bags makes it convenient) and pre soak in cold 
water for approx 2 hours, so that when you put this portion in the 
detergent bath it immerses completely and there are no air bubbles 
stoping the ‘detergent’ from getting to the grease.  Soaking this at 
least the day before really helps also.   

2. To a sink or bath of water approx 37° - 40°C add 20mls of non-ionic 
detergent and two tablespoons of washing soda (obtained from the 
supermarket).  Mix well without making too many bubbles. A note 
about non-ionic detergent  - it is hard to mix into the water, as it is very 
thick and concentrated.  It tends to stick to the bottom of the sink so 
make sure you rub the bottom of your sink surface and mix thoroughly. 

3. Place your pre-soaked drained portions of fleece into the water and 
leave them to soak for 30mins (or longer  - 1 hour - if lots of grease i.e. 
English Leicester fleece and/or grubby tips) turning it gently once or 
twice – gently like folding in egg whites.  Make sure you have rubber 
gloves on.  The washing soda turns the grease into a water-soluble 
form. 

4. Remove the fleece bags from the bath.  You can either spin out excess 
water by spinning in a top loader washing machine or by gently 
squeezing it out with your hands. 

5. If your fleece is very dirty you can repeat the washing process just with 
detergent, however usually there is no need. 

6. Rinse several times in 37° - 40°C water making sure all the soap is gone.    
Take care not to let the tap water run directly onto the fleece. 

7. Place the wool outside to dry on a sunny day. The fibre dries easier if it 
is placed on a drying rack of some sort – hydroponic drying racks 
found on ebay are ideal. 

Happy fleece washing! 
 
Oh P.S.  Because of the neutral nature of this detergent you can also add a 
few drops to your dye pot, making sure to stir it in, and it will help the dye 
disperse giving you a better coverage!   


